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POLYSTYRENE TUBES IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO IRON

Some manufacturers claim that polystyrene test tubes
which are intended to be used once only, have the
additional advantage of being chemically clean.
Marks (1967), in a memorandum to the British

Standards Institute made on behalf of the Association
of Clinical Biochemists, proposed that sodium (or potas-
sium) might be used as an indicator of contamination:
ion-free water left to stand in the container overnight at
room temperature should contain not more than one
microequivalent per ml. He warned, however, that this
could not be taken to imply freedom from contamination
with other substances.
We were interested in the use of polystyrene tubes for

iron estimation in connexion with the work of the Expert
Panel on Iron of the International Committee for Stan-
dardization in Haematology. Acid washing of glassware
is one of the tedious requirements for accurate iron assay.
Two experiments were carried out using pooled sera

from clinical sources; iron was estimated by a modifi-
cation of the method of Bothwell and Mallett (1956).

EXPERIMENT 1 The serum iron content of 29 aliquots
of 2 ml were analysed in polystyrene tubes kept in a clean,
paper-lined, closed drawer; 50 aliquots of 2 ml from a
second pool of sera were estimated at the same time in
tubes newly delivered from the manufacturer.

EXPERIMENT 2 Newly supplied polystyrene tubes were
treated with SN hydrochloric acid for six hours, rinsed
three times in de-ionized water and dried overnight.
Twenty aliquots of 2 ml from a third pool of sera were
estimated for iron content in these tubes and a further
20 aliquots estimated in unwashed tubes from the same
batch. At the same time, the sodium and potassium
contamination of 20 acid-washed and 20 unwashed
tubes were tested as recommended by Marks, and found
to be negligible. Nevertheless, only the acid-washed
tubes gave acceptable iron estimations.

In unwashed tubes serum iron values for aliquots
from a common pool varied by as much as 32 jug per
100 ml; all estimations in unwashed tubes gave occasional
values which were unacceptably high.
The acid-washed tubes gave the lowest range, 7 teg

per 100 ml, the least standard deviation, the least variance,

Serum Pool Polystyrene
Tube
Treatment

Stored
New batch
New batch
Acid-washed

No. Mean

29
50
20
20

720
97-8
123 8
121 8

Book reviews
MODERN TRENDS IN PATHOLOGY Vol. 2. Edited by

T. Crawford. (Pp. vii + 323; 92 figures. 85s.) London:
Butterworths. 1967.

This book opens with a critical review by A. J. Hale on
modern methods of analytical cytochemistry. These
include microspectrophotometry, microfluorimetry,
microinterferometry, x-ray microspectrometry, and
Laser-induced emission spectroscopy. He points out the
advantages and necessity of combinations of techniques,
gives examples of findings in this brave new world, such
as measurement of spectrum of pyridine nucleotide in
single cells, measurement of the total dry mass of a
single red blood cell, detection of specific chemical
elements in cells down to a quantity of 10-15 g. Hales
concludes that the basic theory and techniques are
known and the apparatus is available and that it only
remains to apply them in pathology.

Chapter 2 by R. C. Curran gives the recent develop-
ments in the field of inflammation and repair in a detailed
electron-microscope review with attention to functional
as well as ultrastructural aspects. The subject is dealt
with comprehensively and includes discussion of the
mechanisms of fibrogenesis and the immune response.
This is an invaluable, scholarly and wide-ranging
account.

Chapter 3, by K. A. Porter, is a compact lucid essay
on tissue transplantation that deals with the basic
concepts of the mechanisms of allograft (homograft)
rejection and of induced modifications of the immune
response. He also describes the accompanying morpho-
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and a symmetrical distribution of results about the mean.
It appears that polystyrene disposable tubes, even when
free from sodium and potassium contamination, may
have significant iron contamination and require acid-
washing before use.

J. FIELDING
RICHARD RYALL
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TABLE
Range

68 -

94-
119I
118 -

S.D.

-100
-106
-136
-125

±5-8
±3-2
±4-8
±2-6

Variance
(%

8-1
3-3
3-2
2-1

No. of Tubes
(>Mean + 2 SD)

2
0

2
3
3
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logical changes and ends with a brief note on methods of can correlate the new with the known, we might well see

antigenic matching. In Chapter 4 J. F. A. P. Miller a second century of fact finding in pathology, and even

develops the thesis, by closely reasoned argument based the electron microscope itself may benefit as the light
on experimental observations, that thymic function microscope certainly has done from the utilitarian
constitutes part of an immune surveillance mechanism demands of pathologists.
which eliminates antigenically distinct classes of tumour This book, the original German version being by
cells before they can multiply and spread. The old, Professor Sandritter of Giessen, has many excellent
vague idea of the existence of natural immunity to cancer plates, but it shows the usual curious variation in the
is given a new and firmer basis with evidence of its results obtained with haematoxylin and eosin. Perhaps
dependence on integrity of the thymus. we are wrong in thinking that 90% of knowledge has to

Chapter 5, 'The geographic pathology of athero- be transmitted in these colours. Not that the van Giesons
sclerosis' by W. B. Robertson; chapter 6, 'Electron are specially good in this production. The intracapillary
microscopy of thrombus formation' by J. E. French; and nephrotic glomeruli would surely have been better
chapter 7, 'The pathogenesis of atherosclerosis: a re- demonstrated by a good trichrome, and figs. 134A, 474,
assessment of the thrombogenic hypothesis' by T. and 483 have obviously gone wrong. Lymphoma,
Crawford, share a common interest denoted in the titles. Burkitt's, is indexed as page 227 but is not there. Nor is
Chapter 5 is a somewhat discursive, detailed account of there any mention anywhere of neoplasms of striped
methods in use for assessing prevalence and extent of the muscle. Neither neuroblastoma nor nephroblastoma is
arterial lesion, the results and pitfalls in interpretation. mentioned although RNA messenger is mentioned twice,
Chapter 6 is a close-knit description of the ultrastructure in one place not on the indexed page. Still this is a

of platelets and thrombi. It is encouraging to find brave book.
that the classical observations made by light microscopy The few light-microscopy photographs in black and
are extended rather than refuted. Crawford's analysis is white are adequate for their purpose, but compare

masterly. unfavourably with the remarkably fine photography in
Chapter 8 is a review by Fenton Schaffner and Hans Professor Pierre Dustin's 'Legons d'Anatomie Patho-

Popper of electron microscopy of human liver disease. logique Generale' (Brussels, 1966). One must also add
This is a clear, detailed, guided tour of the ultrastructure that Professor Curran's Colour Atlas of Histopathology
of the human liver in health and disease. The authors gives more and excellent colour illustrations at a much
feel that electron microscopy has so far proved more lower price, although it provides less guidance and less
helpful in the elucidation of pathological processes than script. The script of this book has been translated by
precise diagnosis of liver disease. Professor Wartman of Chicago, and personally I cannot
The last chapter, 'Immuno-fluorescent localization of but believe it an accurate and conscientious translation.

the hormone-like human placental factor in normal and But, it is telegraphic and likely to prove tough reading
abnormal syncytiotrophoblast' by J. Swanson Beck and for the easy going student. It could be a tonic and test
A. R. Currie is an instructive account of the successful piece for the young graduate re-entering histopathology,
application of immunofluorescence to a problem in and not least if he had to assist in teaching students.
functional histology. The lesions illustrated are those we know but the

All the authors have given extensive bibliographies. comments have their differences, and it is certainly
The book is well worth possessing both for the broad valuable for the young pathologist not yet able to read
survey of modem trends and for reference. It is highly German, to meet the German point of view. As Professor
recommended. An attractive feature throughout is the Wartman writes in his preface, 'for the student and
absence of a didactic attitude and its replacement by teacher alike, it is valuable to know that there are

detailed discussion. different ways of looking at many angles of medicine.
I. DONIACH Too often, the student is unaware that different view-

points are not only possible but actually exist'. Trans-
TISSUE AND CELLULAR PATHOLOGY Colour Atlas and lation from a foreign language can snap the chains of the
Textbook 2nd ed. By W. Sandritter and W. B. familiar and commonplace; perhaps it profits a man

Wartman. (Pp. xviii 298; 492 figures. 168s.) more if he himself break the fetters?
Chichester, Sussex: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. 1967. A. C. LENDRUM

This book is perhaps best described as a guide and an

aid to the student taking the usual practical class in
histopathology. There are brief pithy comments on the THE CLINICAL PATHOLOGY OF INFANCY Edited by F. W.
pages opposite the photomicrographs, most of these Sunderman and F. W. Sunderman, Jr. (Pp. xiv 565;
being in colour. Also included are a number of electron illustrated. $26 50.) Springfield, Illinois: Charles C.
photographs and, thanks to their quality and good Thomas. 1967.
accompanying notes and diagrams, they form a palatable This book is the sixth in a series of volumes produced
dose of the new technique. For too long pathologists under the auspices of the Association of Clinical
have let themselves be dissuaded by our ivory-tower Scientists, Philadelphia, and comprises the edited pro-

biologists from using the electron microscope on human ceedings of a seminar on the clinical pathology of infancy
tissue. Once this technique is improved so that people held in Washington: the date is not stated.
short of time can exploit its possibilities, once there is The aim of the book is to give details of laboratory
wide availability of low EM-magnifications so that we investigations for diseases of infancy and childhood that
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